
IMPORTANT! 
The antenna is a critical element in any 
communication system. Correct installation 
is very important factor for achieving utmost 
of your antenna system performance and 
operation of your transceiver. We 
recommend that installation of STEALTH 
93-series antennas are carried out by 
qualified technicians only. 
 

Useful Tips: 

1. Use Conductive Grease  9300.B42.003
supplied with your antenna for lubing 
threaded joints, plugs and sockets of your 
NVIS kit and antenna. 

2. Use 1-2 layers of clear Scotch tape to 
protect plugs and sockets from dust ingress. 

3. Store removed FG1540 whip in your
vehicle as back-up. 

4. When the antenna is not being used, it is
recommended that you remove whip or 
NVIS section.   

5. For safety and best performance check all 
threaded joints of the NVIS KIT and the 
antenna terminals regularly.  

6. Do not remove spring when operating in
forests with low hanging tree branches. 

    DANGER HIGH VOLTAGE! NEVER touch the antenna whip, antenna housing or ground
terminal while transmitting. Watch for overhead electrical wires. 
    DANGER SPRING LOADED! BE VERY CAREFULL when unpacking this accessory.
The NVIS radiating element is made of very springy fiberglass rod, which supplied in a rolled shape. 
Wear eye protection  and hold it firmly when cutting ties. Read instructions below.
NEVER use the antenna without whip and ground terminal connection.

DO NOT transmit from the 9360 while re-fueling the vehicle manually or using petrol station.  Antenna
radiation can cause tiny sparks between fuel canister and tank inlet, which may result in fire or explosion. 

Open large carton box and check content. The standard FG4200B(W) package comprises:  

9300.B35.081(181)  NVIS whip (outer box)  
9300.M35.082  NVIS Socket (inner box) 
9300.B35.016 NVIS Swivel Holder (inner box) 
9300.B35.017 NVIS Magnet Holder (inner box) 
9300.A48.005 NVIS Allen Key Set (inner box) 

      

 

I 

Thank you for purchasing the FG4200 NVIS KIT.  With this 
kit installed, your 93XX Automatic Tuning Whip Antenna will 
operate between 1.6 and 16MHz with significantly 
enhanced short range communication efficiency.  
Please read this guide thoroughly before installing and 
operating your NVIS KIT. 

Note:   The NVIS  Trunk  Holder (9300.B35.003), NVIS  Gutter  Holder  (9300.B35.001) and  NVIS  
  Universal Holders (9300.B35.001) are optional  items  and  not  included  in  the  standard  
  package. Please verify your vehicle has magnetic metalwork. 

Color Options: FG4200B (P/N 9300.B35.080) - Black, for general applications. 
       FG4200W (P/N 9300.B35.180) - White, for marine applications. 

 To fit FG4200 on the preinstalled 93XX antenna and the vehicle, please follow below instructions: 

 Be extremely careful when untying rolled NVIS whip, wear eye protection and gloves! 
1. Remove warning label from the NVIS whip and locate four PVC cable ties.  While firmly holding the rolled

NVIS whip by left hand near each tie point, and diagonal cutting pliers in the right hand, cut PVC and tape 
ties one after another in the order indicated on the picture. Left handers shall use reverse order. Be 
cautious when cutting last tie. Do not use knife.  Lay whip down on the ground alongside the vehicle.  

2. Remove the existing whip and the spring from the Whip Terminal (1) of the Antenna Main Assembly.
3. Screw the NVIS Socket (2) on the Whip Terminal (1) and tighten by hand or using 19mm wrench.
4. Mount NVIS Swivel Holder (4) onto NVIS Magnet Holder (5) using bolt and Allen key, and attach whole

assembly onto your vehicle as shown in the picture. Use PVC bag to protect vehicle’s paint work from
scratching.

5. Insert the 8mm plug of the NVIS whip (3) into the NVIS Socket and tighten two set screws using Allen key.
6. Insert the 12mm plug of the NVIS whip (3) into the Swivel Holder (4) and tie up the set screws using

supplied Allen key.
7. Align the Swivel Holder tilt angle and location of the Magnet Holder, if necessary. When NVIS kit is installed

correctly, the total height of the antenna will not exceed standard FG1540 whip configuration.
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THEORY OF OPERATION 
The FG4200 NVIS kit is the add-on accessory designed to enhance short range communications efficiency of Stealth 93XX-series Automatic Tuning 
Whip Antennas using NVIS  techniques.  Basic principles of  NVIS propagation  given  below will  help a HF radio operator  to use this accessory 
efficiently, as well as correctly utilize frequency channels of the HF radio.  

NVIS FEATURES TO BE CONSIDERED BY AN OPERATOR 
▲OPERATION ON DIFFICULT TERRAIN: The NVIS is pure sky wave mode where ionosphere bounced return signal falls to the ground almost 
vertically. This significantly reduces influence of highly raised terrain obstacles, such as mountains, buildings and trees in dense forests which attenuate 
ground wave path. To utilize this feature effectively when operating in short range distances, an operator must use frequencies which still being reflected 
by ionosphere layers F1-F2 and still lower than Maximum Usable Frequency (MUF) for the particular area and time of the day. In general NVIS operating 
frequencies must be chosen below 10MHz for the day and below 4 MHz for the night operation.      
▲PROTECTION FROM ELECTRONIC WARFARE: Ground-wave jammer signals are subject to path loss. It will  be attenuated  by terrain, while the sky 
wave NVIS path loss will be constant and signal strength will not degrade. Operation in NVIS mode will force the jammer to move very close to the target 
or put out more power. Either tactic makes jamming more difficult.  
▲LOWER RF POWER CAN BE USED: As an additional counter measure against actions of electronic warfare, the  NVIS  station  operator  can reduce 
RF power of the HF set down to 20-30 Watts without loss of the radio link. This will result in much lower probabilities of intercept/detection (LPI/LPD). 

FG4200 NVIS KIT RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS 
The FG4200 NVIS KIT is recommended for use under following conditions: 

1. Operation in urban, mountainous and other not conducive to ground-wave HF communications areas.
2. Operation in heavy wet jungle (or other areas of high signal attenuation).
3. When prominent terrain features are not under friendly control.
4. When operating against enemy ground-wave jammers and direction finders.
5. In emergency communications where mobile groups arrive at distress area with existing channel presets.

INSTALLATION RECOMMENDATIONS 
The FG4200 NVIS kit is made from high quality flexible composites, which capable for sustaining hard knocks from tree branches and other obstacles. 
Both the rolled NVIS kit and the FG1540 whip can be transported in a vehicle. Using standard package hardware and mounting options, it can quickly 
and easily be attached to a wide variety of vehicles or used in base station application. Please refer below pictures for typical installation scenarios. 

SKIP ZONE 
The sky wave radiation component of a vertical short whip 
antenna is produced at low take-off angles and will reflect back 
to earth at 300-500 km distance, while the ground wave 
component of a radio wave becomes unusable at about 80 
kilometers. Area between the maximum ground wave distance 
and the shortest sky wave distance is called skip zone. 
Propagation chart to the left indicates performance of the 
FG1540 whip. Depending on operating frequencies, propagation 
conditions and terrain features, the skip zone can start at 20 km 
and extend out to several hundred kilometers, making HF 
communications over most desired distances difficult or non-
existent.   
NVIS MODE 
Longer and horizontal FG4200 NVIS whip increases signal level 
by additional 6-8dB and improves higher take-off angle radiation 
efficiency. Utilization of vertical take-off angles sky wave 
radiation component at frequencies below 10 MHz is called the 
Near Vertical Incidence Skywave (NVIS) mode. This method 
ensures most of vertically radiated RF energy is reflected back 
to earth at all angles and about the same strength over 0-500km 
distances. Please refer propagation chart to the right for the 
FG4200 NVIS whip performance.  
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